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Introduction

The Student Chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI) at the
University of Texas (UT) at Austin, hereafter referred to as the Chapter, serves to
further the mission of EERI by disseminating knowledge about earthquakes and their
effects, and the mitigation of earthquake hazards through engineering. To this end, the
Chapter organizes seminars and outreach activities, and encourages the student body
to join EERI. The Chapter was founded in 1992 and has been continuously active since
that time. In the following report, we present information about the membership in the
chapter and its activities during the 2008-2009 academic year.
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General Information

The Chapter activities are organized by the student leaders presented in Table 1 and a
list of registered members is presented in Table 2. The Chapter hosts a website found
here: http://www.engr.utexas.edu/eeri/.
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Activities

The year started off with a kickoff meeting on the 19th of September where pizza was
provided and an introduction to EERI and the student chapter was presented. During
the course of the year, four seminars were hosted by the Chapter. After each presentation, the Chapter hosted a reception in order to provide students with the opportunity
to interact with the presenter and ask the presenter more in-depth questions. A detailed
description of the presentations are provided in the sections that follow. In addition to
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Position
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
SLC Member

Member
Albert Kottke
Rachelle Howell
Ali Abu Yousef
Sara Navidi
Felisa Floresca

Email Address
albert@mail.utexas.edu
rhowell@mail.utexas.edu
abuyousef ali@yahoo.com
saranavidi@yahoo.com
f.floresca@gmail.com

Faculty Adviser
Local Contact

Dr. Ellen Rathje
Mr. David Teasdale
Haag Engineering, Dallas

e.rathje@mail.utexas.edu

Table 1: The officers of the Chapter.

Name
Antonakos, Georgios
Carr, Lucas
Crummett, Justin
Dara, Sepehr
Floresca, Felisa
Howell, Rachelle
Kacar, Onur
Kottke, Albert
Kroncke, Mark
Kucukcoban, Sezgin
Morovat, Mohammed Ali
Navidi, Sara
Park, Kwangsoo
Van Pelt, Jeffrey
Zalachoris, Georgios

ID
12005
11314
11315
12046
12004
10783
12014
9984
11313
9917
10327
12002
10328
12015
12003

Table 2: The registered members of the Chapter.
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seminars, the Chapter also participated in Explore UT, which is an open house held
by the University of Texas. At Explore UT, the Chapter presented information about
earthquakes and earthquake engineering to the public.

3.1

Professor Ellen M. Rathje, 10/17/2008

Professor Ellen M. Rathje of the University of Texas gave a presentation entitled “Ground
Motion Selection for Seismic Design”. The presentation offered an introduction to earthquakes and ground motions for both geotechnical engineering and structural engineering
graduate students. After introducing the basic concepts, Dr. Rathje then touched on
some more advanced research work with which she has been recently involved. While
unintentional, the seminar provided an excellent source of supplemental information to
the seismic design class that was being taken by a number of the structural engineering
students.

3.2

Professor Ugur Ersoy, 11/14/2008

Professor Ugur Ersoy of Middle East Technical University (METU) was visiting a faculty
member in the Civil Engineering Department and we took the opportunity to have him
discuss some of the seismic rehabilitation research with which he has been involved. His
gave a presentation entitled “Seismic Rehabilitation by System Improvement: METU
Approach” in which he discussed the definition and feasibility of system improvement
and the basic techniques used for system improvement. He provided examples of how
reinforced concrete in-filled frames and the strengthening of existing nonstructural infills can benefit the seismic performance of a structure. Following the presentation,
several students joined Professor Ersoy for lunch.

3.3

Ronald T. Eguchi, 2/6/2009

The EERI Distinguished Lecturer of 2008, Ronald T. Eguchi of ImageCat, Inc., visited
UT in early February and gave his presentation entitled “Earthquakes, Hurricanes and
other Disasters: A View from Space”. Mr. Eguchi introduced the use of satellite imagery
and remote sensing to aid in the response to earthquakes, and his presentation was well
received by the graduate students. After the lecture, Lucas Carr, a graduate student
of the geotechnical engineering group and an EERI student member, discussed his own
research involving the detection of earthquake induced landslides using satellite imagery,
as well as the problems and successes that he has experienced thus far.
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Figure 1: Dr. Norman Abrahamson giving the 2009 EERI Distinguished Lecture.

3.4

Dr. Norman A. Abrahamson, 3/4/2009

Dr. Norman A. Abrahamson, the 2009 EERI Distinguished Lecturer, gave his presentation, “The State of the Practice of Seismic Hazard Analysis: From the Good to the
Bad,” in early March. Figure 1 shows a picture taken from the audience at the start
of Dr. Abrahamson’s lecture. During the detailed discussion of seismic hazard analysis
Dr. Abrahamson offered insight gained from his experiences in the field. For graduate
students taking the Geotechnical Earthquakes Engineering course, the presentation was
a perfect supplement to the course material.

3.5

Explore UT, 3/7/2009

Explore UT is an open house organized by the university and is a major universitywide outreach event attracting the general public, especially primary , middle, and high
school students. The Chapter attempts to introduce the concepts of seismic design to
the students through the construction of buildings using tooth picks (for members) and
marshmallows (for joints), as shown in Figure 2. The buildings are then testing on a
small shaking table powered by an electric drill. This year efforts were made to improve
the shaking table by using the bear roller system from cabinet drawers. The Chapter
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also put together a set of posters describing earthquakes, earthquake safety, geotechnical
seismic hazards, historical earthquake damage, and how earthquakes affect buildings.
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Summary and Acknowledgements

In summary, the 2008-2009 academic year was a productive year for the EERI Student Chapter at the University of Texas. The seminars hosted by the Chapter were
well attended by the student members of EERI, as well as the general student body.
The seminars highlighted a variety of aspects of earthquake engineering and provided a
valuable supplement to the education received during course work.
The Chapter gratefully acknowledges the effort of all the chapter officers and volunteers who helped in organizing various events throughout the year. Also, the Chapter
thanks individual faculty members in the UT Department of Civil Engineering for helping with the seminars.
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Figure 2: Introducing seismic design to young engineers at Explore UT.
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